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Come together
The SpeechExec Enterprise dictation workflow solution

SpeechExec Enterprise is the productivity tool for your

entire organization. It adapts your dictation workflow to the

needs of networked, fast-paced businesses. Its all-embracing

platform provides the basis for professional, high-volume

dictation and transcription processes. It brings together the

people and technologies to ensure speed and efficiency in

the documentation process.

Everything.
Everybody.
Everywhere.

For everything

SpeechExec Enterprise supports multiple recording devices and can be

deployed in Citrix Access Infrastructures and on Windows Terminal Servers.

It is a harmonizing element in a diverse IT infrastructure.

For everybody

SpeechExec Enterprise links authors, transcriptionists, managers and

administrators, facilitating communication, individual workflow settings,

and organizational flexibility.

For everywhere

SpeechExec Enterprise transcends all geographical boundaries, securely connecting

headquarters with its subsidiaries, branches with home offices, and mobile

users with their transcriptionist.

Dictation Transcription Administration



The uniqueness in you
Philips Speech Processing knows that no two

organizations are alike. Therefore, the software

builds on established core requirements and

combines them with its ability to customize

features and settings to individual needs and

requirements.

• A Windows-based user interface assures 

rapid acceptance by authors and 

transcriptionists

• Flexible dictation recording options,

on the Philips Digital Pocket Memo or the 

SpeechMike manage organization-wide

change, yet support individual preferences

• Simple file upload and transfer facilitate 

mobile dictation

• Automated file routing balances 

transcription workloads

• Individual job list settings increase 

transparency and boost

transcription productivity

• Job status displays and audio alerts

keep users informed and improve

team communication

SpeechExec Enterprise follows a simple philosophy. It supports every dictation scenario. This concept is the key to letting you work the

way you want – and for providing individual solutions to the diverse requirements that are typical in enterprise-wide workflows.

SpeechExec Enterprise also features modules and functionalities that extend beyond simple recording and transcription, redefining the

role of dictation in your organization. Letting digital speech processing fuel your workflow will result in new levels of business performance.

SpeechExec Enterprise system overview

Connect dictation authors at various sites, including those on the road, with transcriptionists

in the office or at home. Centrally installed, deployed and managed software results in simple

and efficient administration.

Administrators can centrally

control and monitor the system,

manage user settings, licenses or

dictation properties, creating one

standard corporate-wide user

interface.

SpeechExec Enterprise manages

dictation workflow through a

unique file system, avoiding

complicated propriety databases.

Based on pre-defined settings,

dictation files are automatically

transferred over the company

network to the transcriptionist.

Workstation-independent pass-

word settings allow users to log

on to any computer within the

network, and confidential job

routing provides a high level of

security.

The simplified IT solution

System highlights

• Management dashboards optimize

productivity

• Pre-defined settings automate 

workflows

• The Web access tool easily

transfers dictation files

• Central configuration tools simplify

administration

• The .dss Pro file format protects 

confidential content

• Citrix compatibility supports 

thin-client roll-out
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The Workflow Manager
streamlines dictation processing
SpeechExec Workflow Manager moves and copies
dictation files from the source folder to the
destination folder based on pre-defined rules.
It builds a cache list on the client’s computer to
accelerate start-up time. It also includes a scheduler
to perform routine tasks.

The Web Director
manages efficient outsourcing
Authors and transcriptionists can access dictation files and transcribed documents from any computer
and attach related documents. The SpeechExec Web Director allows administrators to remotely run
statistics, manage licenses, or reroute dictation files. The bottom line: the Web Director dramatically
reduces document turnaround time.

The Statistics Module
optimizes productivity management
Comprehensive statistics on dictation and
transcription processes, job status and workloads
help identify peaks of activity or delayed jobs.
Statistical queries are visualized graphically and data
can be exported to common file formats. A job
history displays individual job information, and the
overall statistical evaluation ensures a more efficient
and balanced workload.

The Master Digital Centers Enterprise (MDCE) network of certified Philips partners supports you with the successful

implementation and roll-out of SpeechExec Enterprise. From solution and workflow consulting to project planning

and integration, MDCEs are trained dictation masters with first-hand knowledge of your industry. They also provide

start-up training programs for faster productivity gains, and on-the-spot customer support during implementation

and roll-out.  To locate a Philips MDCE near you, visit: www.philips.com/dictation.

Simply working smarter

The outstanding quality and reliability of our products establishes Philips at the forefront of the professional dictation

and speech processing industry. Fueled by a pioneering spirit and ground-breaking innovations, Philips dictation

technologies and software solutions are tailored to high-end, professional requirements. Whether your preference is

for analog or digital, office-based or mobile, conference recording or software solutions, Philips simplifies complex

workflows so you can work more productively.

By your side

Enhanced performance


